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The modern world has surpassed the ancient thinking of being a master of your field. Instead, through the 21st 
century, it is widely seen that the jack of all trades is preferred in every field. Experts in several fields are urged 
to have an understanding of other fields as well as to understand the pace of the modern world. Various 
businesses around the globe are now preferring people with expertise in more than one field. For example, 
widely across the world, Human Resource personnel are inclined by the company to understand the financial 
side along with their job description so that they can do multiple jobs at once.

Moreover, several famous personalities, such as Igor Smirnov, have made a name for themselves in different 
fields, such as Art, Business, and Science. The decorated Russian American is the creator of the resourceful 
MRET technology. The brilliance of the machine doesn t stop there, as Igor s creation has been a valuable 
asset to saving yourself from deadly diseases such as Cancer and HIV. Technology has made drinking water a 
healthy and risk-free task.

Igor did not stop there as he came up with his expertise in business and art. After conquering the world of 
science, Igor opted to open an Art Gallery after getting inspiration from his father s art. Igor Smirnov gained 
worldwide recognition with his paintings displayed in museums and galleries in the United States, Europe, Asia, 
and Russia. He is now recognized worldwide through his art gallery and scientific prowess. His artistic and 
intelligent mind has helped him reach the top in every field he went in.

According to several studies, people with considerable expertise tend to have a higher chance of attaining a job 
than their competitors. People globally fail to recognize their talents and fail to work on making them a success 
for themselves. It can be tempting to focus all your growth efforts in one area, but there are benefits to pushing 
yourself to develop various talents. You ll be able to excel in a variety of fields thanks to it, which will make 
achieving your objectives a lot simpler. Bear in mind, though, that trying to improve yourself in every single area 
that humanity is aware of is impossible and not fun. Instead, decide which areas of interest you are passionate 
about and which will best assist you in reaching your life goals. Once you accomplish this, you will notice an 
exponential rise in your capacity to generate value!

Looking at businesses, industries, or individuals who are already doing what you want to accomplish might help 
you figure out what abilities they have that enable them to succeed above average. By doing this, you ll see 
areas where you can improve, increasing your competitiveness and attractiveness as a candidate for any 
circumstance or issue you re interested in solving.
The job market is getting more competitive every year, and you have to stand out to get yourself known. The 
best way to do this is by being an expert in multiple fields, as it can help you obtain a bigger pool of jobs to 
apply in. Having numerous expert personnel is the future the cooperate world is inclining over.

Abraham Delon
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